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What two colors make lime green

Photo: Virginia Macdonald; Design: Anne Hepfer When it comes to bold color colors, lime green may not be the first option that comes to mind. However, universal color, which can range from traditional, bright tones to deep, dramatic shades, is a surefire way to add a unique personality to your home.
Whether you choose lime green for highlighting the wall in the children's room or add interest in the back of the dredging library, this color color can instantly cheer up the room. If you are stepping outside your comfort zone with this unique color color, consider this roundup of lime green color shades
designers love. Advertising – Continue reading under 1 Cat's Eye, Benjamin Moore's really fresh life-that dark lime green provides all the vibrancy and energy you might desire, but with enough depth so it's never serious or too intense. It's the perfect backdrop for a candlelit dining room, a crisp classic
salon or a charming bathtub. I prefer to coat the entire space-walls and upholstery-create a truly immersive experience. - Ken FulkShop Now 2 Grape Green, Benjamin Moore We used Benjamin Moore's Grape Green as a contrast to bathroom vanity in a little girl's nursery. It's the perfect shade of lime
green just enough to pop as an accent in this whimsical and colorful maternity bath. - Suysel dePedro Cunningham of Tilton FenwickShop Now 3 Center Stage, Sherwin-Williams This green has a vibrancy that is not seen in most brands. As a painter, I always look for the purest colors. I have acute
sensitivity to undertones in color and this one only has the right amount of blue to keep it balanced. It is easy to go too yellow with lime, which can be unflattering. This color works in both sunny and dark rooms and looks especially beautiful when paired with an additional color, magenta. - Kimberly
HallShop Now 4 Acid Drop, Farrow &amp; Ball I used this color for my Staircase Kips Bay Decorator Show House. It's lively and psychedelic and happy and at the same time reminds me of a key-lime pie. It's bright and almost looks good enough to eat. - Sasha BikoffShop Now 5 Lime Green, Benjamin
Moore Green can never be overlooked. He's stable and balanced. And as we look out the window, we can see a wide range of green shades, from trees to grass to flower stems. I used Benjamin Moore's Lime Green to bring energy to the dramatic corridor. - Gil WalshShop Now 6 Tequila Lime, Benjamin
Moore As the name suggests, this color is a crisp and fresh-perfect accent for a summer getaway. - Rayman BoozerShop Now 7 Tequila Lime, Benjamin Moore I love working with lime green because it's fun and unexpected. Benjamin Moore's Tequila Lime is the perfect powerful and vibrant pop of color.
Pair the color with blue and white accessories to keep it fresh. - Anne HepferShop Now 8 Perennial, Benjamin Moore When strong color, my motto is 'to intend and commit.' Perennial 405 Benjamin Moore has brilliant depth. It's a clean, crisp lime tone that can be used to achieve a refreshing, playful look
or can be dressed with much deeper colors for a more formal space. Often the client sees a brilliant color for the first time and immediately has a fight or flight instinct. This moment is where the 'commit' comes from. Follow through with your intentions. - Joe BerkowitzShop Now 9 Chamomile, Benjamin
Moore My personal favorite is Benjamin Moore Chamomile (397). This color spreads that fine yellow-green chartreuse line without getting too lemony. Its barely blue overtones prevent you from falling into the nuclear abyss, so you get all the sunny brightness without the searing acidity. This bold shade
can certainly stand on its own, but it has a complexity that allows it to pair just as well with other strong colors, such as bright yellow, burnt orange, magenta or blue-green. It can also act as a sly counterpoint to more modest neutrals such as oatmeal and ash. - Greg Roth Shop Now this content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io When mixed together, green and yellow combine to create a color called yellow-green, according to Color Matters.
You can also manipulate the result of a color by adding different amounts of both colors. For example, if more green is used, the color you create would be more greenish-yellow than yellow-green. The color yellow-green is considered a tertiary color, says Color Matters. Tertiary colors are created by
mixing primary and secondary colors together. In this case, yellow is the primary color, and green, which is created by mixing blue and yellow, is the secondary color. Other tertiary colors include red-orange, red-purple and blue-purple, which is also called blue-purple. Green is done by mixing blue and



yellow. A mixture containing more blue than yellow is dark green, while a mixture with more yellow than blue makes lime green, and a blue-yellow blend with white added makes pastel green. The three primary colors are red, yellow and blue; cannot be created by meding other colors. Three secondary
colors combine two base colors. Green, purple, and orange are secondary colors made by a combination of yellow and blue, blue and red, and red and yellow. You can create as many colors and shades as you want by changing the color mix ratio and adding black or white. Some colors that blend well
with lime green are white, chocolate, pink, blue, yellow, red and orange. When choosing complementary colors for lime green, use the color wheel to select the colors that are next to it or directly opposite it. Lime green is a refreshing colour, whatever one chooses wear it or use it to paint the room. Paired
with the right color, this can be a striking statement. For example, use lime green to paint the highlight wall in the main bath. Create a spa atmosphere with pure white accents such as towels, toothbrush holders and toilet chairs. Add a splash of contrasting color with the artwork using a blue-green and
chocolate palette. Perhaps consider a shower curtain in a muted pattern that shows off all the colors in the room. A person's coloring determines whether or not lime green is the best option for clothing. Most people can wear lime green accents without any problems, but only those with the right coloring,
such as those with blonde, ash blonde or gray hair should try to wear larger pieces. Lime green accent, such as scarf, handbag or belt, looks nice with a buttery yellow summer dress. Lime green shirt, on the other hand, can be accented with a red brooch, orange scarf or pink handbag. Handbag.
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